HANDWEAVING NEWS

WEAVING ON THE "HEARTHSIDE" TABLE LOOM.

SOME LAID-IN TECHNIQUE.

This month I am going to describe for you some of the pieces which were made in one of my Wayne University classes. Most of these were made by beginners. As many subscribers for Handweaving News have two harness looms, or the Hearthside "Table" loom, it seemed as though this might be of much interest to many of you.

A very attractive large bag, shown above was woven by Mrs. Irene Woodward in laid-in technique. The design is very simple and yet effective. Warp was dark brown carpet warp. Weft for the plain weave was also the dark brown. The pattern in laid-in technique was light green. Both wefts were of the "One-craft" Cotton yarn. For this large bag frame, a 14" one, an 18" width of material was woven. The bag was about 15" deep. So you see it is rather large. All of the laid-in spots consist of 7 lines of pattern weft but they are not entirely symmetrical. They could have been placed a bit more irregular, which would make a little better design, but the bag as a whole was very good looking. It was well mounted and will prove very serviceable, I am sure.

Bags must be well made. They should have a "smart" look, and not look home-made to be saleable. There are tricks which one has to learn to achieve this result. If you have a flare for style, bags are very saleable.
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IT HAS ALWAYS SEEMED TO ME TO BE A REAL ACCOMPLISHMENT TO WEAVE SOMETHING OUT OF DISCARDED MATERIALS WHICH IS A REAL JOY TO SEE. DID YOU EVER SEE A SOFT WOVEN DRAPERY MATERIAL WOVEN FROM OLD NECKTIES?

Well we had one this past spring that was very much admired at our exhibit of weaving at the State St. store of Sears, Roebuck & Co., when I was there this past April. Many times my students hear me say to be on the lookout for sales of good threads. Early last fall, I found some mercerized cotton in No. 10 size on balls, but khaki color. This was of course a dull and a very neutral color. Beige, grey, or linen color would also have worked well.

We made a long warp for the Hearthside table loom, about 15 yards, and began to experiment with widths of old neckties to weave over it. Neckties had been washed and cleaned. Then we cut them into long strips lengthwise the tie, about 3/4" wide. The ties are easier to cut if pressed well first.

Mix the different colors up well and do not weave long strips of one color. We did however separate light colors and the dark colors to give mixed colored bands of dark and light. Sew the ties together or they can be joined right on the loom, with care, this can produce splendid results.

12489 Mendota Ave., Detroit 4, Mich.
The runner at the right on this page was designed and woven by Douglas Warren, another of my students at Wayne University during this past semester. It was woven on carpet warp. Natural hemp thread was used for the plain weave throughout the runner. The areas marked with a B were laid-in technique with three shades of blue green mercerized cotton No. 20 used as one weft. The N's were a of bright red mercerized cotton No. 20, just used double. This last was a very fine thread to use on this coarse material, but we did not wish it to show too much, but just for an accent. The vertical lines of this red thread were just wrapped around the warp thread up to the point where they continued horizontally. The actual lines themselves on the runner were not much thicker than that shown on the drawing. The N's stand for the places where no design was laid-in.

I wonder how many of our members have tried to do this laid-in technique. I have a very fine lesson on this which includes the loan of samples for two weeks study. Many have found this most helpful. Cost of this is $3.50. Will those of you who do have any of my loaned samples, please return them as others are waiting for them. I am so busy I sometimes do not have time to remind people to return them with a postcard.

I am enclosing with this News, some announcements of the 6 harness folding floor looms. Last fall we experienced some manufacturing difficulties which we hope are all straightened out now. Many of you wrote and told me that your orders had been returned. The loom was out of production due to inability to get necessary wood and parts. Looms are coming through in fine shape now, in case any of you wish to place an order. It may possibly be a bit slow, but you will get your orders. If you have any difficulty, write to me and I will do the best I can to help you out. I am just now in the process of re-writing the weaving instruction book for the floor loom. If any of you feel any part of that book is not sufficiently clear or easy to understand, or if you have any other suggestions, I should be happy if you would write to me.

I have just received an announcement from Miss Vera Knevi of Victoria, B.C., Canada, saying the Victoria Hand Weaver's Guild is having an exhibit the 3rd, 4th, and 5th of July, in the Duke of Kent Room, Empress Hotel, Victoria. It gives me much pleasure to send them greetings and an exhibit of some of the weaving of the Detroit Handweaver's Guild. I wish I could drop in and see this.

Detroit Handweaver's Guild Exhibit

Will be held again this year at the Old World Market of the International Institute on East Grand Blvd, Detroit. I cannot give you the exact date, but I will have it for the next News. It will be as usual some time in November.

A number of subscribers have already written to me that they hope to send us something for this. If you intend to do so, please let me know by September 1st. And all articles should reach us not later than the 15th of October, so they can pass before our jury. It was our experience last year that small articles sold the best. We did not sell a single rug or a bag, and there were some very attractive ones.

When you send in your things, kindly state whether you would be willing to have your articles photographed and possibly written up in Handweaving News. Also please send return postage, otherwise they will be returned by Express Collect. If any of you have suggestions, either for the Guild Exhibit or for the News, please write.
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